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Surface-Layer Physics
Four years ago, we noted that, although there Recent advances in our knowledge of the upperwas a widespread belief that the key to many ocean ocean boundary were recently reviewed by Thorpe processes must be the communication of energy by (1985) and a report on progress in upper ocean internal waves, there had been little progress in dynamics is included in the present collection definitely relating small-scale processes to (Price, Terray and Weller, 1987), so we will not internal waves (Caldwell, 1983a) . For example, deal with the surface layer in depth (so to speak).
although it seemed plausible that the energy that Some of the points discussed by Thorpe are: (1) the supplies spots of turbulence in the thermocline is diurnal modulation (which we will discuss in the delivered to those spots by internal waves, the equatorial context); (2) the similarity between the process had neither been directly observed nor atmospheric and oceanic boundary layers in terms of shown theoretically in a verifiable calculation. In velocity spectra (Jones and Kenney, 1977), kinetic the past four years there has been some progress; energy dissipation in stable (Dillon, Richman, A number of our ideas about instrumentation is becoming more routinely the equatorial region were overturned, and some of deployable, an important step toward obtaining the the results may not be specialized to the equator large amount of sampling required to form a at all. One reason so many new results were reasonably accurate picture of small-scale obtained is that the sampling by both ships was the processes in the ocean. most systematic turbulence sampling ever. For has its speed controlled by turbulent dissipation These Richardson numbers were caiculated on a depth (Crawford and Osborn, 1981 scale of forcing has an influence. temperature and salinity are similar to those in In the ocean, it is observed that the vertical the Sargasso Sea, dissipation rates in the ring extent of turbulent eddies tends to the value L R were more than 100x larger. The spin-down time for unless otherwise limited. The vertical size is the kinetic energy of the ring is only 150 days, expressed more precisely as the Thorpe scale, LT, but there is much more energy stored as potential defined as the rms displacement of water parcels energy, so the ring must be maintained by from their position in a water column consisting of conversion of potential to kinetic energy. The eddy the same parcels but stably stratified (Thorpe, diffusivity is not large enough to affect the 1977; Caldwell, 1983b). For ocean eddies, LT lifetime of the ring. , 1982) . On the other not clear however how to set up an experiment that hand; there is evidence that an effect we thought is more representative of oceanic conditions than might be very important, the direct effect of the past experiments. mixing on photosynthesis by the mechanism of Another calculation derived from the "flux laws" cycling organisms in the light field, may not be uses an empirically-derived formula for the layer significant after all in terms of productivity; step height in oceanic diffusive staircases in apparently the organisms adjust as quickly as conjunction with the flux laws for diffusive required to take advantage of the light levels to interfaces to derive flux-gradient relations for a which they ar• carried by the mixing motions diffusive staircase (Kelley, 1984 In order to sample at transponders. the repetition rate required, a number of groups Several new studies of older instruments were are now using "slack-line" instruments. Although published. TOPS is an acoustically-tracked freelythese instruments are connected to the ship by a falling package with an acoustic current meter and • drag for the AMP is supplied by stationary brushes Horizontal sampling has the advantage over 
